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Environmental laws and regulations in the United States 
impose substantial recordkeeping and reporting obliga-
tions on regulated industries. These requirements are 
designed to document a company’s compliance with the 
requirements and limitations established by the regulatory 
scheme as well as any applicable environmental permits. 
Regulated companies also are required to maintain their 
compliance documentation and to submit periodic com-
prehensive reports to regulators detailing their compliance 
with environmental standards. These records are used by 
the Environmental Protection Agency 
(“EPA”) and the delegated state regu-
latory agencies to monitor compliance 
and, if permit exceedances or irregu-
larities in the compliance records are 
detected, to evaluate the need for 
enforcement actions. 

These substantial recordkeeping and 
reporting requirements were par-
ticularly onerous on both industry 
and government, in part because records historically were 
required to be maintained and submitted in hard copy, 
which presented challenges inherent in managing enormous 
volumes of paper. Until recently, the U.S. Department of 
Justice (“DOJ”) and the EPA have resisted transitioning to 
electronic recordkeeping systems for environmental compli-
ance data. This resistance was rooted in concerns about the 
reliability and security of electronic reporting (e.g., the gov-
ernment wanted assurance that data submitted by private 
parties had not been manipulated and that the govern-
ment’s ability to verify that the records were prepared and 

signed by a responsible corporate representative remained 
intact). Nevertheless, in the last few years and in light of the 
enhanced reliability of electronic information systems, the 
EPA decided to enter the 21st century: 1) the agency has 
implemented two initiatives, Next Generation Compliance 
and E-Enterprise, which promote electronic recordkeeping 
and reporting, the use of technology to monitor compliance, 
and electronic data sharing, and 2) the agency has moved to 
electronic reporting under the Clean Water Act (“CWA”) and 
other environmental laws. Central to these initiatives was 
a goal to allow both regulated entities and the government 
to identify and address potential violations quickly through 
more streamlined monitoring. 

Despite these advances by the EPA for U.S. land-based 
industries, little has been done to modernize environmental 
recordkeeping and reporting requirements for the maritime 
industry. MARPOL, the principal maritime environmental 
treaty, requires commercial ships to maintain a number 

of logbooks and 
other documenta-
tion to record and 
verify the vessel’s 
compliance with a 
range of operational 
environmental 
requirements. 
These include waste 
oil storage and dis-
posal, air emissions 

controls, and garbage/plastics management. With respect 
to waste oil, MARPOL and its implementing U.S. statute, 
the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (“APPS”), require 
vessels to maintain a hard-copy Oil Record Book (“ORB”) in 
which the ship’s engineers must record and verify all trans-
fers and discharges of oily waste. ORBs covering a period of 
three years must be available for inspection by port state 
control authorities, including the U.S. Coast Guard (“USCG”). 
Therefore, any errors or omissions in an ORB can give rise 
to potential false records charges, either under MARPOL or 
18 U.S.C. § 1001. 

For many years, responsible vessel owners 
and operators have struggled to achieve 
consistent compliance on their vessels, due 
in large part to the challenges inherent in 
maintaining effective, real-time oversight 
of shipboard compliance activities on ships 
that trade all over the globe. 
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Blank Rome Proudly Sponsors WISTA USA 2018 Annual 
General Meeting, Conference, and 20th Anniversary Gala

Blank Rome LLP is pleased to announce that the Firm is a sponsor of the WISTA USA 2018 
Annual General Meeting, Conference, and 20th Anniversary Gala, taking place April 26–27, 2018, 
at the Parker New York hotel in New York City. “The Women Who Move The World” is the theme 
of this year’s conference, which will recognize the significant contributions of women in the 
maritime industry. 

Kate B. Belmont, a senior associate in the Firm’s maritime group who serves as WISTA USA 
NY/NJ Chapter President, looks forward to welcoming attendees to this annual event, which is 
being hosted by the WISTA USA NY/NJ Chapter. 

The conference is comprised of two panels, which will be held on Friday, April 27. Panel One, 
“Moving the World: Women Who Build, Create, and Advocate for the Maritime Industry,” will be 
held from 1:30–3:00 p.m., and moderated by Christina Liviakis Gianopulos (Director of Business 
Development, American Ship Repair). The panelists will be Caitlin Hardy (Deputy Director of Fleet 
Focus, Holland America Group), Lois Zabrocky (President & CEO, International Seaways, Inc.), and 
Kathy Metcalf (President & CEO, Chamber of Shipping of America).

Blank Rome Partner Jeanne M. Grasso, who serves on the Executive Committee of WISTA 
International, will moderate Panel Two, “Ruling the Seas: Women Who Navigate Maritime, 
Federal and International Law,” which will be held from 3:30–5:00 p.m. Jeanne’s panelists will be 
Meredith Kirby (General Counsel, International Registries, Inc.), Sandra Gluck (President, GARD 
(North America) Inc.), and Rebecca F. Dye (Commissioner, Federal Maritime Commission).

WISTA USA hopes you will join in celebrating WISTA USA and all of the many amazing accomplish-
ments of women in the maritime industry, and commemorate this 20th anniversary milestone by 
attending the gala celebration on April 27, 2018, which will be held at the Essex House.

For more information or to register, please visit wistausa2018.com.
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December 2016 alone, the FBI reported more than 
$300 million in U.S. financial recipient exposed loss. 
The number of victims and risk exposure is growing 
exponentially.  

The Scheme of the E-Mail Scam 
How a BEC scam works is simple. A party will receive an 
e-mail communication from an e-mail address that appears 
to be from a familiar, trusted counterparty. In this e-mail 
communication, the alleged counterparty usually asks that 
payment of an invoice be made to a different account. Upon 
further review, however, the e-mail address is not from the 
familiar, trusted counterparty, and is 
usually slightly modified and may be 
spelled incorrectly with a single letter 
misplaced, manipulated, or added. 
Without realizing this, payment is 
transferred into the account of a 
cyber-criminal. 

In the story noted above, this is exactly what happened. 
A shipping company received an e-mail communication 
from an address that appeared to be its counterparty, 
but the e-mail address was slightly modified with a single 
letter having been altered. Without realizing this attempt 
at subterfuge, the shipping company also used the cell 
phone number that was provided, spoke directly with a 
cyber- criminal, and subsequently processed payment to 
an account in the United States. At this point, most stories 
involving a BEC scam end similarly—with the realization that 
a company has been scammed and there has been a loss 
of hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of dollars that 
cannot be recovered. However, this particular story has a 
different ending. 

Targeting the Maritime Industry 
This particular shipping company was quickly notified by its 
actual counterparty after realizing that funds were trans-
ferred to a different account. After an initial investigation, 
it was determined that the shipping company had been the 
victim of a cyber scam. Within 72 hours, the shipping com-
pany notified its attorneys in the United States to alert them 
of the scam in an attempt to recover the lost funds. Due to 
its quick actions and immediate outreach to counsel with 
specialty in cybersecurity and personal contacts in the FBI, 
the shipping company was able to recover their fraudulently 
transferred funds. More than one million dollars was recov-
ered and returned within 30 days.  

While the cyber scam that triggered these events may 
appear simple and common, there were a few additional 
components that make it extraordinary. It should be noted 
that in this instance, funds were transferred from an account 
abroad to an account in the United States, which is rare. 
Most BEC scams involve fraudulent transfers from accounts 
based in the United States to accounts abroad. To achieve 
the transfer of funds from a foreign account to an account 
in the United States, the cyber-criminal recruited a will-
ing participant to open an account at a local bank. In this 
instance, a local resident responded to a “work from home” 
online scheme, and unknowingly and unwittingly became 
an accomplice in this BEC scam by opening an account at a 
local bank to facilitate the transfer of funds. Lastly, it was 

also determined that 
the cyber-criminal who 
had initiated the scam 
was in fact targeting 
the maritime industry. 
The domain registration 
e-mail address associ-
ated with the fraudulent 

e-mail address was determined to be the owner of more 
than 100 domain names with slight misspellings, most of 
which were related to the maritime industry. This was a 
calculated and targeted attack on the maritime industry as a 
whole, which will continue.   

Fight for Your Happily Ever After 
This story had a happy ending with the shipping company 
recovering its lost funds, but most BEC scams do not end in 
such a way. To avoid becoming a victim of cyber-crime and 
to mitigate loss, this tale proves instructive. It is important 
that when doing business through e-mail communications, 
e-mail addresses must be verified and scrutinized critically. 
Know with whom you are doing business. If you receive an 
e-mail communication that alters material terms, such as 
payment information and processes, verify the instructions 
with your trusted counterparty. Lastly, if you suspect you 
have been the victim of a BEC scam, you must act quickly. 
Make the call—notify your cybersecurity attorneys as soon 
as possible. A few hours can make the difference between 
a total loss and recovering most of your fraudulently 
transferred funds. Cyber-crime does not discriminate, and 
cyber-criminals create sophisticated, yet detectable, scams 
that can drastically affect your business. For additional 
information on how to best protect your company from 
cyber-attacks and to mitigate loss, please contact a member 
of our Cyber Risk Management Team.  p  
— ©2018 BLANK ROME LLP

Maritime Cybersecurity: Business E-Mail Compromise, a Cautionary Tale 
(continued from page 8)

In May 2017, the FBI released a report 
noting that BEC scams worldwide have 
resulted in a loss of more than five billion 
dollars between 2013 and 2016.

Based largely on errors or omissions detected in ORBs, the 
DOJ pursues 10–15 criminal MARPOL enforcement cases 
a year, nearly all of which include at least one false ORB 
count. These cases can result in substantial criminal fines 
against ship owners and operators, and/or imprisonment 
of top-ranking ship officers. They also have substantial neg-
ative commercial consequences for the vessel owners and 
operators. 

Most maritime companies are dedicated to compliance with 
MARPOL requirements, both because they are committed 
to responsible stewardship of the marine environment on 
which their businesses rely and because the immediate 
and long-term financial and reputational consequences of 
a MARPOL violation can be crippling. Yet, for many years, 
responsible vessel owners and operators have struggled to 
achieve consistent compliance on their vessels, due in large 
part to the challenges inherent in maintaining effective, real-
time oversight of shipboard compliance activities on ships 
that trade all over the globe. 

Trend toward E-ORBs 
A recent industry trend toward 
adoption of electronic ORBs and 
related tank sounding records 
has the potential to substantially 
improve the ability of vessel 
owners and technical manag-
ers to monitor environmental 
compliance aboard their ships. 
Several flag administrations now 
permit ships sailing under their 
flags to use “e-ORBs.” Led pri-
marily by Liberia, several flags, 
including the Marshall Islands, 
Cyprus, and the Bahamas, have 
authorized the use of e-ORBs. 
These authorizations are not 
without restriction. Collectively, 
the authorizations contain data 
preservation requirements; 
mandate that ships retain 
printed copies of e-ORB entries 
for a certain time period, and 
electronically stamp and verify 
such entries; and require e-ORB 
software to be approved by the 
flag state prior to use. But, they 

nevertheless will provide a number of operational benefits 
to shipping companies. Additionally, e-ORBs are specifically 
designed to reduce minor errors such as missing entries, as 
well as to allow shoreside personnel to detect discrepancies 
in log entries in near real-time, thus enabling them to cor-
rect or mitigate potential non-compliant operations. 

The IMO is working to issue formal guidance and amend-
ments to MARPOL on the use of e-ORBs and other MARPOL 
logbooks by 2019. As of October 2016, the IMO’s Marine 
Environment Protection Committee (“MEPC”) had devel-
oped draft “Guidance for the Use of Electronic Record Books 
under MARPOL,” which addresses compliance considerations 
for e-ORBs, such as 1) security and verification of entries, 2) 
data storage and preservation, and 3) the need for e-ORB 
software to meet company audit requirements.1 The MEPC’s 
Sub-Committee on Pollution Prevention and Response 
(“PPR”) subsequently met to consider the feasibility of tran-
sitioning to electronic MARPOL record books and to begin to 
develop draft amendments to MARPOL allowing electronic 
record books. 

(continued on page 23)
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Maritime Cybersecurity: Business E-Mail Compromise, 
a Cautionary Tale
BY KATE B. BELMONT 

Once upon a time, a shipping com-
pany in a land far, far away fell victim 
to a sophisticated, yet common, 
e-mail scam that resulted in the loss 
of more than a million dollars. Due to 
a slight manipulation to a legitimate 
e-mail address, in the stroke of a key 
this company transferred millions of 
dollars into the account of a cyber-

criminal. The story you are about to read is true, and should 
serve as a cautionary tale to all players in the maritime 
industry who rely on e-mail communications to conduct 
business and transfer funds on a regular basis. 

A Cyber-Criminal Strikes Again 
One day, in the not-so-distant past, a shipping company 
received an e-mail communication in the regular course 
of business from what appeared to be their counterparty, 
requesting the payment of an invoice. This particular e-mail 
communication, sent from what appeared to be their 
counterparty, requested that 
payment be made to a differ-
ent account than previously 
advised. The e-mail commu-
nication also provided a cell 
phone number for the shipping 
company to use to confirm that 
the new account information 
was indeed correct. The ship-
ping company subsequently 
exchanged a few e-mails to 
confirm and verify the payment 
and account information. The 
shipping company also took an 
additional step, and proceeded 
to call the alleged counter-
party, using the cell phone 
number provided in the e-mail 
exchange. After confirming the 
new account information, the 
shipping company paid the invoice as instructed, transferring 
more than one million dollars into a cyber-criminal’s account 
in the United States. 

It Happens All the Time 
This story might be familiar to many. As is common in the 
maritime industry, many transactions are completed by 
e-mail communications, and due to the growing threat of 
cyber-crime, many companies throughout the world become 
victims of hacks, data breaches, and the frequent and 
sophisticated e-mail scam, a Business E-Mail Compromise 
(“BEC”). The Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) defines 
a BEC as “a sophisticated scam targeting businesses working 
with foreign suppliers and companies that regularly perform 
wire transfer payments. The scam is carried out by compro-
mising legitimate business e-mail accounts through social 
engineering or computer intrusion techniques to conduct 
unauthorized transfers of funds.” (See fbi.gov/scams-and-
safety/common-fraud-schemes/internet-fraud.) It is this 
type of cyber scam that poses a legitimate and recurring 
threat to companies worldwide, which results in the loss 
of millions of dollars in ordinary transactions, most often 
unrecoverable. In May 2017, the FBI released a report noting 
that BEC scams worldwide have resulted in a loss of more 

than five billion dollars between 2013 and 2016. (See ic3.
gov/media/2017/170504.aspx.) Between June 2016 and 
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In February 2017, the PPR provided a report to the MEPC, 
noting general support for the use of electronic record 
books. Unfortunately, the PPR’s report also recited “con-
cerns” raised by the United States regarding the “safety, 
security, protection, and availability” of electronic logbooks, 
and the United States’ position that countries should not 
be required to accept electronic logbooks prior to formal 
amendments to MARPOL. 

In a report issued in July 2017, the MEPC announced that 
it approved the PPR report. Subsequently, following vari-
ous IMO meetings in the last quarter of 2017, the PPR was 
directed to take two major steps forward with respect to 
electronic recordkeeping on vessels. First, the PPR was 
charged with drafting amendments to MARPOL that would 
permit the use of certain forms of electronic record books 
so long as such records have been approved by the flag 
administration under which a vessel is registered. Second, 
the PPR was instructed to finalize non-mandatory guidelines 
on the use of electronic records, presumably to include the 
“Guidance for the Use of Electronic Record Books under 
MARPOL” referenced above. These items were discussed at 
a PPR meeting held on February 5–9, 2018, and the PPR’s 
recommendations are under consideration by the MEPC. 

Although most IMO member states support these reason-
able advances toward electronic recordkeeping, the United 
States has opposed the approach being taken by the PPR 
and MEPC. The United States’ primary concern appears to 
be that electronic record books, if permitted, should be sub-
ject to mandatory IMO guidelines, and the guidelines should 

be uniformly implemented by flag states. But these concerns 
ignore the immediate and positive impact the use of elec-
tronic record books, particularly e-ORBs, will have on the 
industry’s ability to more closely monitor compliance aboard 
vessels at sea. It is regrettable that, instead of taking the lead 
at the IMO to modernize recordkeeping aboard commercial 
vessels in a way that will surely enhance environmental com-
pliance, the United States is effectively dragging its anchor. 

E-ORBs as a Compliance Mechanism 
Even though the United States has not approved and, seem-
ingly will not yet accept, e-ORBs, ship owners and operators 
nevertheless can increase MARPOL compliance simply by 
utilizing e-ORB software and transitioning other ship records 
to an electronic format. By doing so, companies can moni-
tor and analyze ORB entries in real-time rather than waiting 
for periodic shipboard audits. The real-time verification of 
ORB entries by shoreside technical staff, especially when 
coupled with the review of other key data, such as tank 
sounding records, will improve shipboard compliance and 
help companies more readily detect and address non-com-
pliant activities. It also will assist companies in determining 
whether a voluntary disclosure is needed, which in turn, will 
facilitate cooperation between companies and regulators, 
and reduce enforcement risks for responsible vessel owners 
and operators.p — ©2018 BLANK ROME LLP 

1.  See Subcomm. on Pollution Prevention and Response, Use of Elec. Record 
Books: Outcome of MEPC 69, PPR 4/16 (Oct. 12, 2016) (draft guidance 
provided at Annex I). The guidance relates to e-ORBs, as well as other 
MARPOL-required logbooks, such as garbage record books. 
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